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When your heart and soul are seeking a way out of the abysses of your own consciousness, unite
with the Spirit of God and cry out for Mercy.

When your heart is afflicted not only for the world, but also for that which you find within yourself,
unite with the Spirit of God and cry out for Mercy.

The Creator does not expect anything more from His children than surrended spirits, aware of their
own ignorance and their need for Mercy.

The Creator does not expect anything more from His children than humble hearts that cry out and
unite with Him to change their corrupted matter and their sick bodies.

Child, being in this world is at the same time a Grace and a great challenge. It depends on each
creature to know to embrace this Grace and overcome the challenges in order to find, within their
own self, the potential to love that cause them to remain alive, that supports this world, as well as
each human heart.

Truly unite with the Spirit of God as a child of His, in need of His Mercy to return to the Sacred that
once reigned in your essence.

God does not expect anything more from you than a surrendered heart that recognizes the greatness
and the mystery of His Project and loves it, even without knowing it, so that one day it may express
within you.

So love the Will of the Creator for you and cry out every day for the establishment of this Will. Let
the Ray of God cross through your spirit and return you the peace that you once lost through being
distracted from the Divine Purpose. Let the Creator rehabilitate and heal your small consciousness
and make it great through being united with Him.

Recognize your smallness, uniting with the Spirit of God and sincerely crying out for Mercy. I will
unite with your heart and will always cry out with you when you are sincere and pure in your
intentions.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


